® only human relations that have
®re those that are rooted in
mutual freedom.’
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BACK TO MARHAM!

'J*HE Committee of 100 demon
stration which began on 11th
May, 1963 has not yet ended, so
this report is only an introduction
The Marham demonstration was
organised by the East Anglian Com
mittee of 100 as a sort of sequel
to the Honington demonstration last
October. On that occasion, we went
to plough up an RAF V-bomber
base and bring the land back into
cultivation; on this occasion, we
went to auction an RAF V-bomber
base and claim its contents for scrap.
The same part-symbolic, part-satiri
cal, part-serious intention lay be^
hind both demonstrations.
We arrived at Swaffham, a small
town in west Norfolk about 80 miles
north of London, at about 2.0 on
Saturday afternoon. The aucion
of RAF Marham was held in the
recreation ground by Ken Browning,
a member of the East Anglian Com
mittee. We made bids for the base,
item by item, and paid a few shil
lings or a few pounds for each lot.
The proceeds of the auction went to
famine relief, and we went to claim
our purchases.

We travelled by coach and car to
the village of Marham, passing the
base on the way. The Valiant
bombers and Bloodhound missiles
were clearly visible. The police
sabotaged our assembly at Marham
by diverting our vehicles, and the
East Anglian Committee failed to
give us any clear initiative. But we
formed up somehow, and walked
round through the village arid up a
hill to the houses where the RAF
personnel and their families live.
A large number of RSG pamphlets
were distributed to anyone who
would take them.
When we got to the RAF houses
we broke up into several groups
and made our own way towards the
base itself. There were hundreds
of civil police and airmen of all
ranks both inside and outside the
base,* but it is such a huge area
that they couldn’t possibly defend
—

INDUSTRIAL NOTEBOOK

Strike Off. What Next. ?
Once again an official strike has been
called off and this time (and it is not
the first), it is the turn of the National
Union of Railwaymen.
The terms of the settlement are as
follows:—
1. The Board accepts the principle
that a man who transfers to a
lower grade will keep his old pay
rate indefinitely, instead of for aniy
five years.
2. It agrees to allow men who transfer
travelling facilities for an unlimited
period instead of five years.
3. Lodging allowances for men work
ing a long way from home are to
be raised. The union has asked for
the present rate of £3. 10s. per
week to be increased to £5, arid be
lieves it may be offered a compro
mise of about £4. 10s.
4. Men who want to keep their old
homes and travel a distance each
day to the new job are to receive
half the lodging allowance for an
indefinite period, instead of only
five years.
This has been the sum total gained_
by the leadership of the N.U.R., a mere
“coffin club” arrangement. Mr. Green,
the Union’s General Secretary, thinks
that he has achieved this settlement be
cause of the strike threat and he sems
plased with it.
The Railway Board must be having a
good laugh at such an easy settlement.
The N.U.R. has more or less agreed
that any industrial action is out as far
as the line closures are concerned. This
will be left to Wilson & Co. in the poli
tical arena at Westminster. This also
means that as far as the Railway Board
is concerned, the N.U.R. is willing to
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accept sackings. These have been esti
mated at 2,000 during the peak year
ending September next year.
Mr. Green has said, “The improve
ment in resettlement arrangements will
encourage more men to move to rail
jobs away from home and will therefore
reduce the number of dismissals. How
ever, we must face it that some will not
be able to move or will not want to.”
Yes Mr. Green, what about these
men? They are in a union for their
own protection and for job security.
These closures will also mean less jobs
as stated in the L.F.A. and S.WJF.
leaflet—“Marples claims that redun
dancy will not be so great due to the
natural wastage, retirements, etc. Even
if this is true, on his own figures there
will be thousands fewer jobs available
when the “plan” has eventually been
implemented.” In this the leadership
has failed miserably.
What has happened to the campaign
againust line closures which the N.U.R.
was conducting long before Beeching
made his report. With assets of £6
million a Jot more could have been
done to make the public aware of what
these line closures will mean not only
to the railwaymen but also to themselygs. The railwaymen called for strike
action to prevent closures and sackings,
but as usual time was wasted and enthus
iasm waned. While the rank and file
rely on their leaders, their lot seems to
be strike threats and betrayals.
What can be done now? It is up to
the railwaymen themselves, for nothing
but betrayal can be expected from
official trade union organisations and
the Labour Party. These last two only
ast a$ stabilisers for the capitalist system
and its ruling class and their role is
to channel off any real militancy to
harmless ends.
The rank and file railwaymen will
have to take action if they are to beat
the “Beeching Plan”. A number of
varying methods can be used, each valid
in different conditions and circumstances.
There are the work-to-rule, refusal to
take fares and the taking over of the
unprofitable lines by the railwaymen as
advocated in Freedom' s editorial last
week.
This sounds O.K, on paper or just as
a wish, but something more must be
done. These methods of struggle and
ideas of workers’ control should be
made known amongst the railwaymen
How about it comrades?
P.T.

it properly. They M put up some
barbed wire near ;the main gate,
and dozens of notices warning us
that the base jvas a prohibited area
under the Official Secrets Act.
The direct action |egan at about
4.0, when about three hundred
people tried to enter; RAF Marham
to reclaim it for peaceful purposes
prejudician to the safety and inter
ests of the Warfare $fate. We cross
ed the low plain # ire boundary
fence, and walked j$lowly towards
the Valiant bomberf ,at the end of
the runway. For t|e first time in
the mistory of thefcommittee of
100, we were entejtng a military

back past the main gate, which was
heavily guarded, had a short token
sit-down, and then went on down
the hill to our coaches in the vil
lage.
We had thought of paying a visit
to the court on the way home. But
by the time we reached our coaches
we were told that the dozen who
had been arrested had been charged
under the Official Secrets Act, so
our visit turned out to be a very
angry one. They had set up a tem
porary magistrates’ court in a school
at Shouldham, a village about three
miles west of Marham, and the
prisoners were being held in a bam
UUUJU
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across the road. About two hun
Wethersfield, and Qreenham Com dred of us occupied the road, argu
mon, and Honington.
ing about what to do, trying to get
A few larks rose ip into thexsky our comrades released on bail, and
and sang their heatSs off. A few stopping the police taking them
RAF qfficiers ran a#)ut with loud- away. The authorities were as un
hailers and shouted^ itheir heads off. pleasant and unco-operative as they
We walked on until we were all could be, and there was nearly a
stopped by the RA?. There were real riot on several occasions. The
about a hundred people up to about East Auglian Committee again fail
two hundred, yards fiiside the base. ed to give us any clear initiative,
We stood there orifsat there and and we began to drift away as the
waited until they; Scided what to coaches had to leave.
do with, us.
..... X .
After ^ o ^ W m n t o u t f m d r e
fifty" people decided ro r e fu r i? ® ^ ^
airmen were Brought up to deal base that night. They travelled by
with us. There were some dogs, bul coach round to the side of the base,
they wererir used at all. If they and walked up an almost undefen
had be^riiused, we had aniseed buns ded path towards the main runway.
for them. The airmen dragged oi When they had entered the base
^carried us back tc| the fence and without resistance, they spread out
dropped or threw us over. When across the runway and walked up it
we had all been forced back oul for several hundred yards. At about
of the base without any angsts 10.0 they were finally brought to a
being being made,i we spread foi
about a quarter of a mile along the
fence. A few of us managed to gel
back over it in various places at
various times, but we were soor STOP PRESS
heavily outnumbered.
By 5.30 we had clearly been Back on Saturday!
checked, and w e «began to move AS WE GO to Press, we learn that
back to the RAF houses. The last the return to Marham has been
dozen people who got over the arranged for THIS SATURDAY (18th).
possible support must be
fence were arrested and taken away All
given to ensure a mass entry.
in a furniture van. We held a meet Meet at Marham Village
ing by the wire, and at about 6.0 1 pm SATURDAY!
we decided to leave. We walked See ‘Mutual Aid Wanted’—page 3.

halt by the RAF, and they sat down
right on the runway for more than
Sir hour.
The civil police were brought
up to warn them individually, and
then arrested them all. They were
^taken to Shouldham, and 56 more
people were charged under the
Official Secrets Act by the time the
courts rose. A few more were
charged with obstruction or assault
for their activity outside the court.
All those charged under the Official
Secrets Act were remanded to ap
pear at Downham Market, a small
town about fifteen miles west of
Swaffham, on Thursday, 16th May.
Most of them were given very high
bail with very high sureties as, well,
and a few of them refused or were
refused bail.
The situation is critical. The
Committee of 100 has . been in this
position twice before—at the time
of the Trafalgar Square demonstra
tion in September 1961, and at the
time of the Wethersfield demon
stration in December 1961. On the
first occasion the Committee of 100
rightly went ahead with the demon
stration; but on the second occasion .
fused to go dSck Vo Wethersfield
after the trial of the Six. This time
it is not six—it is 68 who face the
risk of several years’ imprisonment.
The East Anglian Committee has
done all it can be expected to do.
The London Committee will pro
bably be returning to Marham and
re-entering the base in the imme
diate future. This could be* the
biggest challenge to the Warfare
State since the end of the last war.
It is up to us. Now is the time
for every anarchist and every paci
fist and every unilaterialist to de
cide where he stands. When we
asked the airmen who had prohibi
ted Marham, they said: “We did.”
When we are asked who has refused
to accept this prohibition, let us
say: “We do.” The demonstration
which began on 11th May, 1963,
has not yet ended. . . .
N.W.

The Violence of Governments
T AST week’s Observer contained a series on the situation in South Africa.
^ review by Harold Nicholson of There, the legal government, which came
Herbert Read’s recently published auto into being, it should be remembered in
biographical book, in the course of the course of a struggle against British
which the reviewer expressed his sur imperialism, is committed to a policy of
prise that such a gentle person should complete, conscious exploitation of the
support an idea which to most people majority of the population in the inter
means violence and insecurity.
ests of the minority which it represents.
The implication of that is that the The minority in this case is armed to
state of society <?ontrary to anarchy, the teeth and maintains large military
that where government prevails, is dis and police forces equipped , with arms
tinguished by security and the absence supplied by co-operative governments
of violence. HoWr*true this supposition in other states. Facing this might the
is, is shown by a glance at the first few Africans, who for decades have sup
gabes of The Observer itself.
ported the idea of non-violent resistance,
In Birmingham, Albania, the sity and to be rewarded by persecution, banstate governments have been employing nings, and imprisonment, are finally
their police forces to carry out violent being driven to the last resort of terror
attacks on negro demonstration, who ist violence.
were using iHegaL non-violent means
To some people it was the kind of
in an attempt to win the most elementary government that was wrong, and the
freedoms which In this part of the people’s democracies of Eastern Europe
country, the largo8*, richest, and most were a step forward. In Czechoslova
powerful of the “free world” have been kia a new purge has begun in which
denied to them f°r centuries, with the Stalinist party leaders, who themselves
sanction and supp°rt of law and gov conducted purges resulting in scores of
ernment.
deaths and the imprisonment of thou
Another long article is the last of a sands, are being arrested and face jail

in turn. A fortnight ago a report ap
peared about the Rumanian government's
persecution of a minority group merely
because their language and culture is
Hungarian.
If it were merely the power-bloc line
up that perverted government from its
otherwise beneficial aims, the neutral
countries might show up to advantage.
However the Indian government which
took power in the course of a largely
non-violent liberation struggle, is plan
ning on intense war against the Nagas,
who have been resisting the Indian
government’s attempts to force its beneits on them. In Iraq and Syria, perse
cution of opposition supporters of the
former regime of Kassem, and of Nasser
is continuing, over a thousand people
having been summarily shot in a few
weeks in Iraq. Kassem was supposed
to be pro-Communist, while Nasser and
the Baath party which now rules Syria
and Iraq are called socialist!
The world’s attention has also been
drawn again to the regimes of police
terror in Haiti and Greece, which apContinued on page 4
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A/1AX MILLER was not a ‘great’ of
*** the Music Hall world, but he was
one of its last artists to survive pre
cariously into our era. The classic
Music Hall age was from about 1860
to 1920; after that, you could see splen
did veterans in revivals (I heard Gus
Ellen, Harry Champion, Vesta Victoria
and Kate Carney in the 1930’s), but the
Music Hall art was really dead. Partly
because of technical innovations like
film and radio, partly because musical
comedy and revue supplanted the old
form
(Gracie Fields, for instance,
though she began in the Halls, made
her big name in Mr. Tower of London),
and mostly because the autonomous
working-class world from which the
Music Hall emerged was in decline after
World War I.
For it was, initially, an authentic
creation of the working-classes: the
singers, song-writers and audience all
spoke the same language, and the songs
were about their world. Artistically, I
do not think one can make high claims
for the quality of the Music Hall songs:
as a ‘folk art’, they are in no way to
be compared with contemporary fla
menco or Southern American Gospel
and Work Songs of the Negro people.
The tunes are usually unoriginal—mostly
derived from Wesleyan hymns, debased
German lieder or Viennese waltz num
bers, though there are occasionally
echoes of English folk ballads too. The
lyrics, though often witty and astringent,
are rarely profound: tragedy, for in
stance, is entirely absent in the Music
Hall canon. The favourite themes are
sentimental or, more usually, sardonic.
Yet that this was an art of a kind,
and that it gave enormous pleasure to
millions of urban Englismen and women
in the Victorian and Edwardian eras,
cannot be doubted. And until the Music
Halls became increasingly commercial
ised, round about the turn of the century,
into monster Palaces of Varieties for a
more ‘respectable’ public, the Halls
were a real vox populo: a shout of
mockery, and of humane self-mockery,
by the dispossessed about their world,
and the world that was denied them.
For when Marie Lloyd sang
We ’ad to go away
Cos the rent we could not pay
— The moving-van came round just
after dark. . . .
this was something that she, born in
poverty in Peerless Street, Hoxton, and
her audiences at the Britainnia, the
Cosmotheka, the Old Mo, or Gattisover-the-Road, knew all too well fro m '
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I he Praise
of Cheeky
Chappies
personal experience. The Music Hall
songs were popular in that they re
flected popular life and ideology; they
were not ‘pops’ in our modern sense
which, however well and often bril
liantly delivered, are synthetic in emotion
and their themes.
Max Miller, who was born in London,
reared in Brighton, and first learned his
art from the late G. H. Elliott (‘The
Chocolate-Coloured Coon’), preserved
into an age seemingly most unfavour
able to his art, a large measure of this
antique spirit of subversion. His great
period was in the 1930’s, when the
‘Cheekie Chappie’ lorded it—together
with the Houston Sisters, who queened

it—at the Hotblffe Bnipire, now demol
ished. Now, btfbrc World War I, the
English workingjlasses, though despised
and plundered Bylthe mighty, had the
vitality and self-assurance of the injured.
But in the 193p, with
million un
employed—and yet with the treacherous
promise, from 4 e Macdonald era on
wards, that something should and would
bo done to brims them social justice—
this spirit of revolt was weakened. Max
Miller, if on alsmail scale, helped to
preserve it.
If you didn’tlsee him, let me briefly
describe his act! We appeared wearing
a tunic and plus-fours apparent made
out of curtain ^naterial, with a white
fedora at a jaunty angle, and carrying
a guitar. He didn’t play this much, but
began telling tales in a casual deadpan
manner. All tfese stories were so
loaded with innuendo, usually sexual,
that Lennie Brjice would appear, by
comparison, a .father obvious practi
tioner. Max’s great—or apparent—as
sumption wah that he saw the world in
realistic terms, and his entire audience
in those of dirtjlminded prurience. The
laughter of the {public at his devastat
ing observation^on human folly and
venality seemed |to astonish him com
pletely.
He was also, in the great Music Hall
tradition, where $50 many of the artists
wrote their owfilfinest songs, a marvel
lous lyric-writer.* I invite any earnest
sociologist to visit the Gramophone
Library of the B.B.C. They have dozens,

literally, of songs of his, but all save
one are marked with an imperoius red
label ‘Banned for Broadcasting’. (The
only one that isn’t a diluted version of
his Mary from the Dairy—not the song
he sang on the stage).
Sometimes these songs are simply
funny-—as the one about the two. young
cyclists, boy and girl, who set off for
the country wearing shorts, and returned
wearing each others’ (if I make myself
clear). But many of these songs are if
in a not very radical way, those of
social revolt. His Why does the Dust
man Get It AlH (which The Alberts
have revived recently) is about the lift of
the rich seen—with mockery and resent
ment but not venom—by the man on
the outside looking in..
It is hardly possible to write about
the Music Halls, and to praise their art,
without some grim someone telling you
you are a backward-looking old nostalgiac, hating the present because you
slavishly adore the past. Myself, 1 think
it possible both to see that the social
conditions which produced the Music
Hall songs were in almost every respect
revolting, and equally that no popular
art, since that of the Halls, has been as
authentic and effective.
In the pase decade or so we have had
the whole ’teen thing, with a dozen or
so good songs, and acres of commer
cialised daydream. We have had the
ballad-and-blues puritans with their un
convincing ditties about building the
M.I—a bit of cultural slumming that

More on„‘ThesPeople in the Streets’
j
| a lesson and get home to their Sunday who desire power.” This is not to say
1 have sympathies with both sides to dinners, and those who themselves de that you want literally to be these people
the argument over the AJdermaston plore the strain of living four minutes or to deny what in fact they do, but
finale and would like to attempt to from annihilation and find themselves to ask what do you do with your own
reconcile both views.
respecting the spirit, and the restraint, hate? No wonder your philosophy is
If those who take comfort in the of the demonstrators. The police them destructive and your action violent.
power of the masses to disobey police selves need their own image of them
T. Oxton is correct in pointing out
instructions and take over the streets selves as the peaceable, dedicated, ser that many examples of co-operation and
simply regard this incident as a very vants of the public weal; at least many comradeliness flourish in opposition to
slight and temporary indication of what of them do.
an external threat. Any reader of that
might be done if sufficient people took
And is this image entirely false? I Public-School-anarchist George Orwell
the same line, well and good. Someone think not. The police do help ragulate can see that it is a policy of dictator
has said that Freedom is never given, traffic, they help clear up the mess after ships to whip up fear of a foreign men
it is only taken. In a revolutionary road-accidents, they often help people ace in order to weld its people together.
situation where the government was at find their way. They do not spend all
Can we not sometimes recognize this
tempting to maintain a thoroughly un their time beating people up or, extract mechanism in ourselves?
popular policy, so that even its own ing confessions! As individuals they
2. The Argument from Origins—
means, of coercion were inclined to suffer froip jjU^C|ritatjve a coercion and .which proves nothing. I t is* as^-sitipid
against those beneath to imagine th a t th e w orkers o r the
stand by^'na n o r n ^ ^ e r e , or ¥fcfuse1 10 "edirect ih<bir
use force, or even join the demonstra them in the m rarchy, they do identify people, on account o f th eir class Origin,
tors, it would need some such act of with “the estab shment” but at the sametf have a m onopoly o f virtue, as it is to
disobedience to spark off a chain re time they do net humanely and co-fs ridicule a point o f view because it is
operatively in n my aspects of their lives. Vij put forw ard by som eone w ho originated
action.
If they regard it as a salutary educa They are, as microcosms, just as divided)' from the m iddle classes.
tion to those who believe we live in a and confused as in society at large.
Pythagoras is said to have been
What then devour demonstrations and neurotically obsessed with the study of
society governed by consent and “de
mocracy” to make the powers that be clashes seek to | Achieve? 1 suggest that geometry because of a triangular con
employ force, and show the ugly facts of they seek to <pose and ridicule the flict in his personal relationships. His
machine-guns, tear-gas, tanks, shooting authoritarian efements in our society theorem is nonetheless valid after 2,500
every tenth man, and the rest; to tear and assert the ©-operative and rational years.
away comfortable illusions; they are on elements. In oir existing society they
Plato’s concept that the state should
shakier ground but still to some extent do no more an d to less. If they attempt be composed of three categories of per
justified. They need sufficient disorder more or work .j|>n sentiments imported sons, because it is in the original nature
to prove that the State rests on force from Anarchist#in countries which do of man to be cast in one or other metal,
rather than on consent, in that the forces live under naked terror they both lead was a more or less unconscious attempt
it deploys obey orders from above and the unwary intj) needless and useless to rig a static authoritarian regime upon
do not express the will of the people. sacrifice and bjjcken their own cause, his contemporaries and future genera
But they must not irresponsibly provoke and tend to resBict their ranks to exhi tions.
those with insufficient caution or im-, t bitionists seekings to dramatize some per
The fallacy must be as obvious to you
agination to sail blindly on, expecting a sonal neurosis, Mho could care not less as it was to Marie Louise (Journey
rag and ending up a bloody mess in about the co-operative society.
Through Utopia, p. 15). Why then do
There is nothmg wrong with a spirit you allow comparably rigid assumptions
hospital, having given just sufficient
provocation to justify the police or mili of adventure, bu | a boy who sets out to to sway your judgment?
tary action, or at least to make the cross the Atlantic in a canoe must either
3. Pacifism and non-violence. Who
sacrifice ineffective in terms of public be stopped or Jrowned, or persuaded said that the “massive, entrenched,
opinion. Just as it would weaken the that he must bide his time until he built-in forces of privilege” would be
strike weapon to use it in conditions can set out with * sea-going ship. And be persuaded by “pure reason” ? The
where the climate of opinion oe turned surely we want.our Anarchists as indi alternatives however are not between
viduals, to have a strong sense of self- violence and passive waiting, like Boxer,
against the strikers.
The battle is not against the police preservation and do well for themselves for a change of heart. Part of the
of the military, the battle is for the no matter what Social set-up they find power of non-violence lies in the step
minds and sentiments of the population,, themselves in? provided also that their beyond an appeal to reason which, to
including the minds of the personnel original Anarchisih is so well-grounded , use Joan Bondurant’s words, “acts as a
shock treatment, a dramatisation, which
that it is not corrupted by success.
of the police and military.
enlarges or alters the opponent’s field
A question that arises is whether dis
Yours fraternally,
order that resulted in the police turning London N X »
of vision so that he becomes aware of
T om Barnes.
morality’.* (Conquest of Violence, p. 227).
to high-pressure hoses or tear-ga3 or
Most of us have been engaged in some
even more lethal methods would achieve
anything favourable to Anarchist pur C omrade E ditor ,
form of non-violent direct action of
poses, given the kind of society in which
Despite the 'admiration in which you which the sit-down, the strike and tax
we live. It is customary for Anarchists are held by us readers for having pro refusal are examples. Imprisonment for
to harden their own sentiments by pre duced the paper with regularity and civil disobedience is a sophisticated and
tending that we live in a police-state humour over the past twenty years l entirely appropriate form of protest in
governed by the naked use of force. believe that F reedom ’s tiny circulation a democracy as an alternative to the
This pretence has much in common with is largely due to the unexamined cliches O.A.S. type of revolt. None of these
the teen-ager who, incensed against his and limited thinking upon which you imply just waiting. Though non-violent
father, asserts that the latter is a bully base your arguments.
Your leader methods can be used coercively (duraand a brute, that he hates him and Illusions revealed what seem to me three graha) this should not make us shrink
so on. And who, to justify his mood, false assumptions, which this week’s from learning to use them wisely.
Curiously enough all your criticism
provokes a father into corresponding letters have only partly dispelled.
conduct. It is true that the father may
1.
The need for an Enemy. You of my letter could have come from a
in some situations become a bully and seem to be unaware of the psycho Marxist t Yet I entirely agree with
a brute, but this does not imply that this I logical insights offered for example by your positive explanation that “the only
is how he sees himself.
Flugel {Man Morals an(* Soc,ety) ,nt0 revolution worth having is one which
Ideally, when the police are ordered j the mechanism of the scapegoat, or by results in the weakening of government
to use coercion they should, by and | Jung into the “shadow”. You project power and a corresponding increase in
large, carry out the order reluctantly the fantasies of your own aggressive responsibility by the people”—hence my
and with more than a little sympathy super-ego on to “policemen w*10 behave insistence on educating and training our
selves. Universities for non-violence as
for the spirit of their victims. They like policemen, soldier® w^° <*° not ^
should be split as between those who down their arms, business men who well as Schools are needed. We are not
want to bash them up and teach them won’t stop making profits and politicians better or more responsible people simply

would make Cecil Sharp seem like an
angel of light (as indeed in many ways
he was). We have had the University
contribution in the form of that nihilistic
schoolboy programme on the
late Saturday nights.
We have also had Mike Same, who
told a bit of truth. And The Alberts
for whom—or Queen Victoria—be
praised. A place like Dan Farson’s
pub where authentic local talents have
emerged that please the boys and girls
from Bow and Hackney Downs, not the
Hampstead lot who come to have a
look. Also writers of real jazz songs,
like Kenny Graham.
I believe popular song is a thermo
meter of social health: by what songs
they like, you can in most ways judge
a people. There are signs, faint as yet,
that an anarchist popular art is now
emerging—political, funny, tender, real
istic—not ‘artistic’ in the least.
If this should happen, and grow
wider, as I hope it will, then we may
remember Max Miller as a pathfinder. He
fell out ,of favour in the 1940’s—the
symbolic moment being when we went
on too long at a Royal Variety Per
formance and displeased Mr. Val Par
nell. Big-time commercialised show-biz
destroyed him—as it will almost anyone
who wants be a real popular artist now.
The answer to this threat is to sing real
stuff to real people about real things
on a humanly manageable scale. You
won’t, of course, maks quite so much
money by it.
C olin M acI nnes .
because we call ourselves anarchists or
come from this or that class background.
We destroy the State when we, the
majority, act in a different way. The
more violence the less revolution.
T ony W eaver.

D ear F riends ,

D ear C omrades,

The debate on the Easter Monday
demonstration has been fascinating,
coming as a culmination to the corres
pondence on anarchism and non
violence.
Before Easter I was able to agree with
the ‘non-violence’ faction completely. It
grieved me to have to disagree at last
with the gentle Arthur Uloth but it
was insupportable for him to claim
(April 6) that commitment to political
non-violence didn’t mean commitment
to non-violence in one’s personal life.
It is precisely this willingness to accept
1 different standard&~in-private -ma d

-

life which leads otherwise kindly people
to threaten to commit genocide.
In the same letter he said, “I don’t see
how anarchism could be achieved by
violence”. Does this mean he doesn’t
see the need for a personal commitment
to anarchism, either?
Middle class I may be, but I can’t
share your editorial scorn of the advo
cates of non-violence for “wanting
policemen to stop behaving like police
men, soldiers to lay down their arms,
business men to stop making profits and
■politicians to stop desiring power”.
(May 4)...
What sort of revolution would it be
if these unfortunate and miserable people
were not so changed?
Yet when all this is said, I do not
side with those who feel ashamed of the
anarchists part in the Easter Monday
demonstration. I can’t see any point
to these interminable marches if there
is no confrontation of the authorities,
and to occupy the whole street seems
a reasonable way of ensuring that this
happens.
That this provoked the police to
violence on Monday is true, but from
all reports their appressiveness was on
the whole parried patiently and with
good humour, and this response will
form part of their education and ours.
One might as well feel ashamed of
the Alabama negroes for the scenes of
violence shown on last night’s television
news as police dogs were set among
them.
But the happenings of Easter Monday •
cannot be interpreted as an indication
of the possibility of revolution by the
exertion of physical strength. Just to
outnumber and possibly outfight the
police in the future cannot possibly
bring about real change.
The revolution is more likely to come
(and I accept the Editors’ definition of’
it as the one which weakens govern
mental power and increases personal
responsibility and direct control of their
affairs), through a strengthening of the
respect and compassion individuals feel
for one another and a rejection of the
notion that might is right, which is the
basis for non-violent direct action.
It is clear to me that the chief tools
to work with are ‘education and training’
in the widest sense and I have always
understood that the Editors of F reedom
agreed with me, otherwise why should
they go on publishing instead of put
ting up the barricades?
Sevenoaks, May 7. Brian R ichardson.
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120 demonsth*^prs parched through
Dover to hold a Public meeting near a
Regional Seat of. Government located
in the Castle. When slopped some sat
down in the roao and others distributed
reprints of the SPle8 for Peace pamph
lets. A smaller S^oap scaled the castle
walls where polir* were in their usual
repulsive positiolVj The Mirror's ac
count of fights ahd of a blonde girl
who said she belyoged to the London
Anarchist moveU>°Mt and who tried to
scramble into tl|6 moat were totally
fictitious. Thousands of negroes (adults
and children) were jailed for breaking
a city ordnance atainst parades in Bir
mingham, AlabatiaS The democratically
unelected police \ chief Bull Connor is
reported as saying, “We ain’t gonna
and lead us to call for our gallant segregate no niggew and whites together
banner-bearers of Easter Monday, in this town.” White business-men, with
and the people of Britain, to gather experience of a sik’Week boycott of their
in Trafalgar Square next Monday stores by coloured]; agreed on three
and declare the anarchist revolu points.-— Desegl^jfpn of down-town
tion! What we are calling for, stores, including their luncheon counters,
however, is an intensification of rest rooms, etc.; ‘jimproved employment
anarchist propaganda activities by opportunities forpegroes; establishment
of a bi-racial cPBhission which will
all our comrades who declare them consider a time-taple for desegregating
selves as something more than public schools, and opening the city's
simply “philosophical anarchists”, parks, golf coursesjfcnd swimming pools
so that our ideas and movement to both races. 'Bull' Connor said this
may go forward and grow.
agreement was th'dffinost dishonest face
saving statement that was ever issued.
Two bombs were Mossed, one into the
motel headquartbiS of the integration
movement, and orfeinto the house of
history of Anarchism), this writer’s Martin Luther King’s brother. This
experience of fellow anarchists over sparked off fightin&vith the police and
many years would lead him to at the time of g6;«g to press President
describe them not as “millenarians” Kennedy has sent, (federal troops to bases
or dreamers of the “millenium”-—' near Birmingham.Shifty boys from a
words which abound in Woodcock’s North Paddington comprehensive school
history and blind his judgment—but marched to the Afeerican Embassy in
as unsentimental, sometimes cynical, London to protest Sbout the racial dis
sometimes just “tough” realists, turbance in BffmuMham, Alabama. . . .

There is a tide in
the a ffa irs o f men
'T’HE growing interest in anarchist
ideas which has been manifest
during the past two years, not only
in this country but in most other
countries with which it is possible
to maintain contact, should be, and
indeed for many of us, is, a source
of encouragement and an incitement
to redouble our activities as anar
chist propagandists.
Everything is relative, we know
that; and readers need have no fear
that “success” will go to our heads,

The need for propagandists
W E . must confess to a feeling of
impatience with'Those anar
chist writers who are for ever put
ting forward complicated political
and philosophical explanations as to
“why anarchism progresses so
slowly” and completely ignore the
much more obvious and “simplest”
arguments (1) that the anarchist
movement (to its credit surely?) has
always been a financially poor
movement compared with the min
ority Left in general (the Kropot
kins, Bakunins and Malatestas gave
away their inheritances as a matter
of principle, and while we think it
was a tactical mistake to give it to
the poor peasants—for the same
reason as advanced by old man
Ford: that if he distributed his
private fortune among all his work
ers their lot would remain un
changed-—ra th e r i-Than t t ) ' propa
ganda, who will deny that there "is
no comparison between the impact
made on people and ideas by this
revolutionary trio and the protesta
tions of our latter-day “millionairesocialists” ; the Bernsteins, Samuels
and Strauss’ who dream of the soc
ialist utopia, but in the.meantime Jive
off the fat of the land!). (2) Equally
important is the fact that anarchists
do not belong to the self-sacrificing
do-gooding species of humanity (that
is in the, now generally understood,
masochistic sense of the word). This
“do-it-yourself’ anarchism,
this
living- this by example- anarchism
is, to our minds, vital both for the
people concerned as well as for the
ideas they propagate. Unlike George
Woodcock (not the TUC GW, but
our ex-editorial colleague and
author of the forthcoming Penguin

Expand our horizons
'J ’HE smugness we refer to consists
in the belief that it is obvious
where the people’s interest lies and
they have 'only to look and they will
find it. In the first place there is
the presumption that the enlightened
ones have discovered all they know
by their unaided efforts. This atti
tude depends not on the concept
that in the long term “reason will
prevail” but that reason is fun
damental to human thought, once
people start thinking; or when the
cobwebs of prejudice have been swept
away from human thought. We are
not so immodest nor unobservant as
to believe (hat once people start
thinking for
themselves
their
thoughts will lead them to anarchist
conclusions or that reason—that is
logical argument—will determine
their actions in the direction we
would wish!
Who would deny that a Nehru,
a Russell a Schweitzer, or a Silone
have spent a large part of their lives
thinking? Have they embraced the
anarchist idea as a result? At the
other intellectual extreme you have
illiterate Spanish peasants who also
spent a large part of their lives

impractical, in so far as they do not
conform to the values which are
today, in the event, surely wrongly,
considered to be the passport to
happiness and success, but practical
in that they manage to enjoy life
without having to pawn their future
to the “persuaders” and the finance
companies, and are impervious to AS A RESULT of lie action at Marham
any of our comraSs have been charged
the manufactured “crises” which are m
under the OfficialAecrets Act. Many
the stock-in-trade of the organs of more will no d i p t Join them this
mass communications, yet without Saturday. Heavy fjfts must be expected.
Money will be neejd Please send more
being apathetic to the real, perma- ,than-y«u
m ,
.» _ja.lt Stephenson,
Tient,' crises virtually builT-in to our c/o Freedom Pres*.
existing society.
Let no activist be let down for want of
Where we would introduce a money!
critical note to this “profile” of
“anarchists-I-have-met”—and there
are a lot more of them than the deThe anarchist case is at the same
nigrators, and even some anarchists,
imagine—is of the anarchists as pro time universal g if uncompromising.
pagandists and proselytizers. To a Every individual has an inalienable
large extent their virtues as human right of access to the means of pro
beings, and practitioners as well as duction, freedom of expression in
believers (unlike so many authori its broadest sense, but no right to
tarians who alleged to be but are exploit the labour of a fellow being,
not!) in the freedom of speech, or seek to coerce others by reason
assembly and the written word, in of his superior knowledge. This
hibit them. They are, in our ex simple but all-embracing concept
perience, reluctant, inefficient pro which to us anarchists is so basic
pagandists partly because of a smug and so obvious that it is almost a
attitude to their “unenlightened” fel cdiche, for millions of people would
low beings. We propose to sub be a revelation, a new ideal, a bolt
stantiate these “criticisms” which from the blue to which they could
are made with objectivity as our react favourably or unfavourably.
goal and without rancour.
We would be intrigued to carry
out a straightforward survey among
the “do-it-yourself, individualist
school of anarchists to find out how
thinking . . . or at least, dreaming they came to embrace anarchist,
and wanting, the “comunismo liber- ideas. It would, we are sure, en
tario” to which the itinerant anar lighten them no less than those of
chist propagandists have introduced us who Sid Parker from his lonely
them by word of mouth, and the pinnacle referred to (F reedo m May
promise of work and liberty. In 4) as the advocates of “a gregarious
1936 Franco’s military coup d'etat and indiscriminate communism” (of
was resisted and halted by millions his two qualifying adjectives we ac
of simple, unambitious, uncompli cept the former and reject the latter).
cated (in the Freudian sense, if not Because we Have recognised, in
for Freud!) for whom utopia was retrospect, that 'the “discoveries” we
more food and down with the boss. made in the realm of ideas had been,
The privileged class plus the Spanish in fact, suggested, insinuated or
Army and the crack troops and simply expressed to us by others,
armament of Italy and Germany we believe in the value and the im
took two and a half years to physi portance of communication, and un
cally reduce this “rabble” and so like those anarchists who resent
insecure has been its victory that having come into this wicked world
24 years later the regime cannot without their prior consent (a situa
relax its “security” measures. What tion they will (wve to put up with
comparable example can we cite of even in an anarchist society, since
the thinking Hite? What did they there seems to be no way round this
do in 1939? What did they do problem!), wejare prepared to ac
when Hitler was replaced by the cept our parents as they are, grateful
cold war? How long were they pre of the opportunity they have given
pared to suffer the inconvenience of us, not only of life but of being able
“sitting in puddles” before they to rebel against them at some stage
found all kinds of philosophical and or other in our development
One has only to read the letters
other wordy rationalisations to ex
plain why their bottoms were more we receives w$ch are not intended
comfortable in a Club’s upholstery? for publication from people who

Mutual [Aid

Wanted

T he Bristol Bus Company on instructions from its London office which controjs the purse-strings, decided on a
policy of racial tolerance. The Rail
way unions decided on guidance from
above on a policy of collaboration with
Dr. Beeching. Dr. Heenan, Roman
Catholio Archbishop of Liverpool denied
that Pope John was collaborating with
Communists; but Italian communists got
one out of four votes probably >upon
this party line. . • .

The Duchess it was claimed by the
Duke, kept a diary in which the initials
of men with whom she had intercourse
were entered. One of her four men
friends wrote of her, “1 never knew that
such a short acquaintance could keep a
hot flame burning so high." The Duke
phoned his ancestral home to get a bon
fire ready for a celebration on the night
of the divorce decree. Another of the
four men said to the Mirror, "If 1 had
anything to say at all, it would be full
of four-letter words—and you wouldn't
print them.” The- Daily Herald (foun
ded by peorge Lansbury) says of the
Duchess, "She has day dresses worth
£200 or £300. After wearing them a
few times she sells them. Her gloves
are bought in Paris, her shoes hand
made in Florence. She does not knit,
is not a great reader, does not watch
TV, or drive a car . . . The Duchess
has a tiny appetite, but seldom says no
to caviare or buttered shrimps. Her
favourite shop—Tiffany’s, the New York
jewellers. She is not very extravagant
with her Christmas presents.
And like
most women . . . she never, never stops
talking. After the case, the Duchess
said, "Lawyers are looking into it. I
may be appealing.”
J on Q uixote.

I t is now thought possible that Greville
Wynne, a British business man, senten
ced in Moscow to eight years’ for spying,
may be exchanged for a Russian spy,
Gordon Lonsdale, sentenced in London
to twenty-five years. Mr. Khrushchev
received a British trade mission and
told them that Russia would buy more
British machinery and equipment if
Britain would buy more in exchange. . .

WORKERS’ COURTS IN SWEDEN

|From our Correspondent)
Goteborg, 7/5/63.
The Swedish Trade Union movement
have always bamboozled the workers
into believing that they are weak be
cause they are not members of a Trade
Union. They have more or less per
M r . R eginald F orster was released
suaded their workers that although they
from jail to take part in-the vital main produce the wealth it is not theirs to
tenance of a free press. Its vital func dispose of. The Swedish Trade Union
tion this week was the full reporting of movement gives its support to the Social
Democratic government and frowns on
the judge’s summing-up in the Argyll
divorce case. The freedom of the press strikes which are “illegal” as being
against the “national interest”. Workers
to fully report these anthropological
studies of sex-rites was infringed some who don’t join the Union are sent to
years ago. However, a Catholic Social Coventry or sacked from their jobs.
ist judge gave a waiting world the full
A so-called “workers’ court” in Gote
details in a summing-up that lasted fourborg fined 43 Swedish workers the sum
and-a-half-hours.
He said of the of 8,600 kroner (about 60 Pounds) for
Duchess, ‘‘There is enough in her own taking part in an illegal strike. Strikes
admissions to establish that, by 1960 outside the official trade union move
she was a completely promiscuous
ment are considered against the law.
woman whose sexual appetite could only The Trade Union leadership play their
be satisfied by. a number of men, and
“game” according to the rules of the
whose attitude to the sanctity of mar welfare state. The rules are that the
riage was'' whai mOdSAW' WBUKPCaJP -'WI-' etoaotmC
'll*)*1HhiffCTffiWIe
lightened’, but in plain language could
Swedish workers is owned by the
only be described as wholly immoral!” employers.
H.

have been introduced to anarchism
for the first time—that is who are
receptive to these ideas but who had
never heard of or, please note, dis
covered, anarchism for themselves
—to appreciate the positive value of
propaganda. And to this end streetand meeting-selling, and the admin
istrative tasks without which not
even an anarchist journal could sur
vive, as well as the anarchist pre
sence at meetings and demonstra
tions, are in fact, the principle means
for introducing the general public
to our ideas.
There are periods when the public
seems to be more receptive or if you
like, less hostile, to radical ideas.
These are the moments when the
anarchists should intensify their
activities as propagandists.
We
should aim at making our presence
felt at all political and other meet
ings which are concerned with prob
lems in which we have something to
contribute. And this is something
which we do half-heartedly at
present, and thereby miss golden
opportunities.
One correspondent in F reedom
suggested recently that the Anar
chists, and we assumed that the
F reedo m group were included,
wanted to keep the movement small
and exclusive. This is so far from
the truth, and the palpable evidence
in our columns, that it hardly seemed
necessary to refute the charge. Per
haps this is an occasion to repeat
that the function of our journal is
to propagate anarchist ideas, to en
courage anarchist activity and the
growth of anarchist groups through
out the world. While we have no
intention of being an open forum for
every minority “ism” we do intend
to continue to reflect all the aspects
of anarchist thought in our columns,
certainly until such time as the
movement has grown to the point
where a need will be felt for other

anarchist publications, and then
perhaps the different anarchist
schools of thought will each be able
to have their organs of expression.
For our part we have been engaged
in the publication of an anarchist
journal for enough years to have
learned that the differences between
anarchists are far less important
than the ideas they hold in common,
and it is perhaps a measure of the
success of our journal in keeping
alive all these years, that those of
us closely connected with it each
has his own particular “brand” of
anarchism which he expresses with
out fear of offending the “party
line”. We have no anarchist “party
line”, all anarchist ideas are “re
spectable” so far as we are con
cerned and it is up to those who
hold them to express them. In
recent weeks many comrades and
sympathisers have contributed to our
columns; the resulting product has
been a lively F reedom and a
sample, we- think of what an an
archist journal should be. Let us
now expand our horizons; wherever
there are anarchists let there be
local groups seeking to relate their
ideas to local problems, and thereby
providing an entri for introducing
anarchist ideas to large numbers of
people whose thinking has made
them receptive, but who without this
introduction would remain unaware
of our ideas.
Now is a good time to start.
With elections in the air, there is a
growing political consciousness,
which as we know from past ex
perience, lasts only for a limited
period—until everybody has safely
made his cross on the ballot paper.
We must use the occasion to inlroduce anarchist ideas. And by the
participation of all convinced anar
chists F reedo m can be the spear
head of such activity. But we must
start right now!
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F R E E D O M

Bowler Hats

Against Finslity

D ear S ir .

D ear E ditors ,

Without wishing to turn into another
marathon “productivity" correspondence,
may I have the space to briefly reply to
the points raised by Arthur Moyse’s last
letter?
Of course “the fly boys at the Estab
lishment . . . hired Lenny Bruce as a
bawdy freak”, and any idea that the
situation was otherwise was not implied
or stated in any of the pieces 1 have
written. The whole point of my pieces
was that whatever the reasons for Bruce
being hired, and whatever the reasons
of the attending audience, the result was
that several hundred people heard a
brilliant comedian show them the world
and themselves in a new light, and from
a moral standpoint closely akin to anar
chism. This was important. The rights
of human beings to “paddle in the
gutter without pretending to look for
roses” is not in dispute and Arthur
Moyse has used that poetic phrase to
disguise the fact that he has shifted
his ground.
His original letter attacked my conten
tion that Bruce was a moralist, although
he had heard neither Bruce’s act nor
Bruce’s records. Now Mr. Moyse tries
to convince us the the controversy is
on the right “to communicate with each
other without the pretended justification
or moral or aesthetic highmindedness’'.
I agree with Arthur’s viewpoint in that
we certainly should be able to do so.
The fact remains though that Bruce IS
a moralist and no one who has heard
him work would accuse him of using
moral red herrings to disguise the fact
that he was a child who liked swearing
in front of the grown-ups, which is the
other implication of the letter.
Finally, the theme I ' outlined might
or might not be used by Bunuel but if
Moyse had read the book in question
I don’t think somehow that he would
continue to drag in Shakespeare and
Webster. That book, and its readership,
are products of a sick and sexually re
pressed society in exactly the same way
as are the gentlemen masturbating under
their bowler hats in the strip joints and
“nature film” cinemas. That theme
might well have been used for a valid

piece of art. In fact it wasn’t and in
any case the use of books as a sub
stitute for sexual fulfilment is not par
ticularly desirable however necessary it
might be in a society that is basically
anti-sex and anti-life. And of Arthur
Moyse wishes to join T. S. Eliot in
yearning after an Elizabethan golden
age, he’s welcome. He might read a
little history first though.
London, May 15.
J ohn P ilgrim .

Outmoded
D ear E ditors ,

Some time ago I suggested that Mr.
Parker was creating an Aunt Sally in
his fear that the reluctant individualist
would be forced against his will to
share in the benefits of common owner
ship. Obviously I was not convincing,
as he is still concerned with this “threat"
to liberty. 1 do not like to think that
he should be troubled in this way, par
ticularly as I am sure that the threat
exists only in his own imagination. If
Anarchist Communism has any meaning
at all, coercion will not exist other than
the coercion of those natural forces
which, as yet, we cannot control. If
it does exist, then obviously it is not
Anarchist Communism. If coercion does
not exist, then Mr. Parker’s fears are
groundless and no-one will be compelled
to participate in anything against his
will. This is not to say that ploughing
the lonely furrow is necessarily practi
cable or for that matter sensible. Indi
vidual craftsmanship will, I am sure,
persist in any system of Society, but
individual production, as a means of
sustaining life, becomes more and more
outmoded as Society develops, and, with
the practical annihilation of space, un
thinkable. We cannot revert to earlier
ways of living, even if we wished to,
and to think today in terms of mediaeval
production is just not realism, although
it is worthy of note that more than six
hundred years ago John Ball was telling
people that any Society which did not
o o e c e
accept common ownership would always
be a sick Society.
1 fully appreciate Sidney Parker’s
passion for individual liberty. I wish
SELECTIONS FROM ‘FREEDOM’
he could realise that this will be pos
Vol 2 1952: Postscript to Posterity
sible only when the economic foundation
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
of Society is such that individual inter
Vol 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
ests are not antagonistic. The only
Vol 5 1955: The Immoral Moralists
freedom which will not exist under a
Vol 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters
system of common ownership (other
Vol 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
Vol 8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair than the restrictions to which I have
already referred, arising from forces
Vol 9 1959: Print, Press & Public
Vol 10 1960: The Tragedy of Africa
beyond our control) is the freedom to
Vol 11 1961: The People in the Street
exploit the labour of others and this
Each volume: paper 7/6 cloth 10/6
will not be possible because exploitation
The paper edition of the Selections is will be meaningless where everything is
available to readers of FREEDOM
free for all to use. Common ownership,
at 5/6 post free.
in other words Anarchist Communism
BAKUNIN
(I do not believe that common owner
Marxism, Freedom and the State 5/ship can or ever will be attained through
political action or other forcible
PAUL ELTZBACHER
method),will | believe develop naturally
Anarchism (Seven Exponents of the
as the logical alternative to the waste
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21/-______
and inefficiency of private ownership.
CHARLES MARTIN
Economic pressure is intensifying alto
Towards a Free Society 2/6
gether beyond our appreciation and to
RUDOLF ROCKER
think of anarchism as something be
Nationalism and Culture
longing to the distant future may be
cloth 2 1 / - ____________________
very wide of the mark. However this
JOHN HEWETSON
may be, it is surely obvious that a
Sexual Freedom for the Young 6d.
reasoned case for satisfying the needs
Ill-Health, Poverty and the State
of the people is more likely to lead to
cloth 2/6 paper 1/the absolute equality of all and conse
VOUNE
quent complete freedom than a vague
Nineteen-Seventeen fThe Russian
and nebulous theory of lone individuals
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6
always adopting a negative attitude of
The Unknown Revolution
“permanent protest”. I appreciate that
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21)
Mr. Parker denies tthat he is opposed
cloth 12/6__ ___________
___
to association. I welcome this and 1 hope
HERBERT READ
he will take this to the logical conclu
Poetry and Anarchism
cloth 5 / - _____________________ sion that for mankind association is life
and that only when the conflict of inter
TONY GIBSON
ests between people has ended will the
Youth for Freedom 2/characteristics and capabilities of the
Who will do the Dirty Work? 2d.
individual be free to develop and Mr.
Food Production & Population 6d.
Parker’s ideal of the Sovereignty of the
E. A. CUTKIND
Individual be possible of attainment.
The Expanding Environment
Yours sincerely,
(illustrated) boards 8/6___________
Surrey, May 8.
F.B.
PETER KROPOTKIN
Revolutionary Government 3d.
Organised Vengeance Called Justice 2d.

FREEDOM

I should like to co$H,ent on K , Ms
article “Against Fihf*ty
(F reedom
20/4/63), which is a reply t0 ray article
“Anarchist
Principles
(F reedom
15/1/63). K.M. makes si* major points,
all of which, however- seem to stem
from misunderstanding either what I
way trying to do, or s«hat * sa>dWhat I tried to do was> to give an
answer to the questions one is often
asked, “But what is anarchism? What
do you aim at, and what do you do?
I did not try to say what might be or
ought to be done, nor even necessarily
to state my own opinions: rather to give
a consensus of anafehist aims and
actions. I made no suggestion of final
ity.
I will now comment on each of
K.M.’s points:
1. Happiness. It is specifically anar
chist to want the greatest possible hap
piness for every individual; communists,
capitalists, and representative democrats,
to name three large bodies of opinion,
do not share this view, believing rather
in “the greatest good of .the greatest
number”. Also, K-M. asks, “Isn’t there
an assumption that most people agree in
general terms on what happiness means.
The subject has puzzled philosophers for
many centuries, and a lengthy discussion
would have been out of place.
2. Freedom. By the use of the word
“amount” I am supposed to imply that
freedom can be quantified: what I meant
was, that it can be compared—it seems
reasonable to say - that a man outside
prison has a greater amount of (or
greater degree of, or more) freedom than
a prisoner.
3. Futurism. K.M„-s points here are
(a) that I mention both the present and
the future; (ft) thatjl do not -state how
the future society, will come about; and
(c) that the actions I mention anarchists
carrying out now will not bring about
a free society. On, (a) that is what I set
out to do; on (ft), I do not know, and
can find no general {agreement; on (c), I
didn’t say they wtjftld (although I do
think they tend in- that direction, e.g.
not voting, actively opposing particularly
restrictive actions of authority, fostering
a freer education, etc.).
4. Latent ' authoritarianism. “Despite
the scattering abou) of terms like ‘free
dom ’., and ‘free sodis^v—there does seem
to be the notionAbf some controlling
others”. I cannofype where this notion
comes from, and if appears to be diffi-

cult to avoid the accusation: thus if A
tries to suppress B’s religious beliefs, he
is authoritarian; but if he does not, this
is “latent authoritarianism”. The words
to which K.M. particularly objects are:
possible; organized; allow; tolerated.
This suggests that he visualises a free
society as one that is impossible, dis
organised, restrictive and intolerant.
5. Solidarism. “By this I mean the
notion of a common good, or public or
general interest, to which all other
interests can be subordinated”. I can
see nothing in my article to suggest this,
and K.M. makes no specific reference
under this heading. Indeed 1 tried to
avoid any such implication by the use
of the phrases “equal benefit of all
members” and “happiness for every
individual”.
6. Utopianism. Do I really think the
future society will be ideal? Of course,
I don’t know what it will be like. This
is what 1 think most anarchists hope it
will be like, and there is nothing logic
ally incompatible in the ideals men
tioned. Nor is there anything wrong in
utopianism, which is simply the descrip
tion of a state of affairs better than
what is the case now.
K.M.’s concluding wish is “that there
should be an anarchism which is con
sciously non-futurist, non-authoritarian,
non-solidarist, non-utopian, non-salvationist and non-moralist”. Perhaps he
will now give us this.
London, W.C. 1.
J.K.R.

Statement
from Oxford
We have received the following statement
from Gabrielle Charing on behalf o f the
Oxford anarchists.
The Oxford anarchists wish to state
their belief that
a free society must necessarily be a
non-violent society;
a non-violent society can anly be^
achieved by non-violent means;
violence is by its very nature authori
tarian;
actions such as pushing through police
cordons cannot succeed in bringing
home to anyone, and especially not
to the police, that violence is un
necessary. They can only strength
en those who at present see them
selves as our opponents in their
belief that police violence is justifiable,
Oxford, May 8.

Marie-Louise Berneri Memorial
Committee publications:
Marie-Louise Beraeri, 1918-1949:
A tribute
cloth 51Joumey Through Utopia
cloth 16/- paper 7/6
Neither East Nor West
paper 7/6

B. de Casseres

D e a r E d it o r s ,

I am interested in the life and ideas
of the American writer Benjamin de
Casseres and would be pleased to hear
from anyone who knew him, or could
sell or lend me his works. Will they
please write to me: 202, Broomwood
Road, London, S.W.ll, England.
S. E. P a r k e r
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in the name of their need to defend
freedom against the other side.
However, it may be objected that the
facts referred to above (and others
referring to other states throughout the
world, which would fill the paper many
times), are nevertheless exceptions, ex
amples of bad or insufficient govern
ment, and do not in themselves condemn
it.
While this is undoubtedly a safe view
to take, and the person who holds it
usually regards either his “own" gov
ernment or the one he hopes to replace
it with as being free from criticism, it
is a very superficial one.
It is unfortunate that the state, and
the groups whose privileged positions
it defends at the expense of the rest of
us, has managed to indoctrinate the
mass of the population into thinking
that their safety depends on it. Thus
the reviewer who is surprised by Read’s
anarchism, wrote the previous week on
a book describing the massacre at Dres
den by British and American bombers.
While such acts are being perpetrated
and planned, and their weapons de
fended by ranks of uniformed hirelings,
when the world lives under the fear of
H-bomb warfare, the states waste the
wealth of the people on armaments, and
stockpile not only these but surplus food
while half the world is starving; when
money is wasted on espionage to the
detriment of all peoples, yet the econo
mies are so distorted that a reorganisa
tion of production throws hundreds of
thousands out of work; in this society
it is still possible for people to believe
the supreme lie that government protects
the people and gives them peace and
order, and that they themselves are in
capable of living in a society of free
individuals and making their own
decisions.
Our freedom and security in the future
depend on the extent to which we can
subvert these lies and convince people
that they are too important to be used
and exploited by a powerful minority,
that they would enjoy a life of freedom
and anarchy and that if we become
strong enough we can get rid of the
governments and have it.
P.H.
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DURHAM ANARCHISTS.
Will anarchists in and around Durham
interested in forming a discussion group
please contact Owen Wells, St. Cuthbert’s
Society, University of Durham, Durham?

REDHILL-DORKING-CRAWLEY
Readers in Redhill, Dorking, Crawley
district interested in forming anarchist
discussion group, please get into touch
with Richard Fish. 3 Hillfield Road,
Redhill, Surrey.

WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT
OF MEETINGS IN
CENTRAL LONDON
NEW MEETINGS
Informal Meetings: Soho
Finch’s “One Tun”,
60 Goodge Street, W.l.
Saturdays from 6 p.m.
Bristol Federation of Anarchists
Meeting
MAY 8. 7.30 p.m.
38 Canynge Square, Clifton, Bristol 8.
OXFORD ANARCHIST MEETINGS
For details please contact:—
Wynford Hicks,
Christ Church, Oxford.

OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS

PUBLICATIONS

Continued from page I
parently now feel nemselves safe from
overthrow, and continue to murder and
imprison political opponents.
Finally, in Britain and Russia, the
misnamed “Security' forces have been
having a busy timf exposing spies and
initiating attacks on personal freedom

DURHAM AREA

1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m.
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Eilerby Street,
Fulham, S.W.6.
3rd Tuesday at Brian and Doris Leslie’s,
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham
Hill, Nr. Station).
Third Wednesday of the month, at 8 pan.
at Albert Portch’s, 11 Courcy Road (off
Wood Green High Road), N.8.
First Thursday of each month, Tom
Barnes’, Albion Cottage, Fortis Green,
N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel).
Last Thursday of each month at 8 p.m.
at George Hayes’, 174 Mcleod Road,
Abbey Wood, S.E.2.
3rd Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at
Donald & Irene Rooum’s, 148a Fellows
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Please note that the meetings at Fellows
Road, N.W.3 are now on the third
Friday, not the third Wednesday as
hitherto.
Notting Hill Anarchist Group (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and
Margaret Hart’s, 57 Ladbroke Road,
(near Notting Hill Station), W .ll.

Why not subscribe
to FREEDOM
and ANARCHY
1

«

Freedom
The Anarchist Weekly
FREEDOM is published 40 time*
a year, on every Saturday except
the last in each month.
ANARCHY (1/9 or 25 cents post free),
a 32-page journal of anarchist ideas,
is published 12 times a year on the
1st of each month.
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